Erase

Wrinkles

Take Years
Off Your Face
Without Surgery

Available at
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Reduce Wrinkles—No
Appointment Necessary
Why spend time and money in the doctor’s
office when you can smooth lines at home?
University Medical Face Lift® patch
systems use breakthrough micro-charged
Ion-Power™ to safely deliver Syn-ake® peptide
and Hyaluronic filler deep into the skin’s
surface. You’ll see a dramatic smoothing
effect that goes beyond ordinary wrinkle
creams. It works fast, too. You’ll see—results
are visible within the first few days to 2 weeks,
depending on the individual.
Face Lift® WrinkleFree™ Brow Patch
System smooths, firms, and hydrates to
reduce deep-set forehead wrinkles and
creases that most creams can’t treat.
New and improved technology:
Face Lift® WrinkleFree™ Eye Patch
System visibly reduces hard-to-treat crow’s
feet and eye area wrinkles as well as dark
circles and puffiness. It leaves the delicate eye
area hydrated and smooth.

A Revolutionary Way
to Restore Youth
Dramatically soften lines and wrinkles at home—without

The new patches must be worn for one hour,
once a week. The power light will let you
know treatment is being actively delivered.
Use the serum twice a day, at morning and
night, to maintain your results.

expensive injections. University Medical Face Lift® patches
visibly reduce crow’s feet, forehead wrinkles, and deep-set

Each kit contains 2 Ion-Power™ patch
treatments and .025 fl oz. serum.

creases safely and gently.
To find out more, visit universitymedical.com.
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Go Beyond Creams with
the Latest Wrinkle Fighter
The next generation of age-defying technology has
arrived. Safe, gentle, micro-charged Ion-Power™
wrinkle treatments are a revolutionary new way to
help your skin look smooth and youthful.

No cream or serum gets as deep into the skin’s
surface to firm and fill. Skin is left exceptionally
smoother and younger looking.
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